A hidden Markov model with molecular mechanics energy-scoring function for transmembrane helix prediction.
A range of methods has been developed to predict transmembrane helices and their topologies. Although most of these algorithms give good predictions, no single method consistently outperforms the others. However, combining different algorithms is one approach that can potentially improve the accuracy of the prediction. We developed a new method that initially uses a hidden Markov model to predict alternative models for membrane spanning helices in proteins. The algorithm subsequently identifies the best among models by ranking them using a novel scoring function based on the folding energy of transmembrane helical fragments. This folding of helical fragments and the incorporation into membrane is modeled using CHARMm, extended with the Generalized Born surface area solvent model (GBSA/IM) with implicit membrane. The combined method reported here, TMHGB significantly increases the accuracy of the original hidden Markov model-based algorithm.